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A B S T R A C T

This work presents numerical simulations of meteoroid streams released by comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner over
the period 1850–2030. The initial methodology, based on Vaubaillon et al. (2005), has been updated and
modified to account for the evolution of the comet's dust production along its orbit. The peak time, intensity, and
duration of the shower were assessed using simulated activity profiles that are calibrated to match observations
of historic Draconid outbursts. The characteristics of all the main apparitions of the shower are reproduced, with
a peak time accuracy of half an hour and an intensity estimate correct to within a factor of 2 (visual showers) or 3
(radio outbursts). Our model also revealed the existence of a previously unreported strong radio outburst on
October 9, 1999, that has since been confirmed by archival radar measurements. The first results of the model,
presented in Egal et al. (2018), provided one of the best predictions of the recent 2018 outburst. Three future
radio outbursts are predicted in the next decade, in 2019, 2025 and 2029. The strongest activity is expected in
2025 when the Earth encounters the young 2012 trail. Because of the dynamical uncertainties associated with
comet 21P's orbital evolution between the 1959 and 1965 apparitions, observations of the 2019 radio outburst
would be particularly helpful to improve the confidence of subsequent forecasts.

1. Introduction

The October Draconid shower (009 DRA) is an autumnal meteor
shower known to episodically appear around the 9th of October since
1926. The Draconid shower, with apparitions irregular in time and
intensity, has challenged the forecasts of modelers since its discovery.
Its parent body is the Jupiter-family comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner, dis-
covered in 1900, which has an erratic and highly perturbed orbit
(Marsden and Sekanina, 1971). The Draconid annual activity is usually
barely perceptible (with a rate of a few visual meteors per hour), but the
stream occasionally produces strong outbursts and storms (up to
10,000meteors per hour) that are not directly correlated with the past
geometrical configuration between the Earth and the parent comet
(Egal et al., 2018). In addition, some showers were observed by naked-
eye witnesses or using video devices, while other outbursts (e.g. 2012)
were caused by small meteoroids only detectable by radar instruments
(Ye et al., 2014).

Previous attempts to predict upcoming Draconid activity have had
mixed success. Of the nine historic outbursts of the shower (1926, 1933,
1946, 1952, 1985, 1998, 2005, 2011 and 2012), five were expected
(1926, 1946, 1985, 1998 and 2011) and predictions of three events
correctly estimated the peak time with an accuracy better than 2 h. In
1946, the maximum activity occurred close to the descending node of
the comet, simplifying timing estimates. (Reznikov, 1993) accurately
predicted the shower return in 1998, caused by an encounter with the
meteoroid stream ejected in 1926. More recently, a successful peak time
prediction concerned the 2011 outburst. Numerical simulations of
meteoroid streams ejected from 21P conducted by different authors
estimated a maximum activity around 20h UT and a secondary peak
around 17h on October 8, 2011 (Vaubaillon et al., 2011; Watanabe and
Sato, 2008); the existence of both peaks was indeed confirmed by in-
dependent observation campaigns (e.g. Kac, 2015; McBeath, 2012;
Trigo-Rodríguez et al., 2013).

If different models provided an accurate prediction of the 2011
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apparition date, they also led to the first reasonable estimate of the
outburst's strength. The activity of a shower, usually characterized by
the zenithal hourly rate (ZHR) parameter (i.e. the number of meteors a
single observer would see during an hour under ideal conditions), is a
quantity that is hard to foresee. To our knowledge, no real intensity
predictions were performed for Draconid outbursts prior to the 1998
apparition. The first attempt of Kresák (1993) to estimate the strength
of the shower outburst in 1998, expected to be lower than the one
occurring in 1985, underestimated the 1998 shower's intensity by a
factor of ten.

In 2011, ZHR estimates of the main peak ranged from 40 to 50
(Maslov, 2011) to 600 (Vaubaillon et al., 2011; Watanabe and Sato,
2008), with intermediate activity predictions reaching storm level (ZHR
of 7000 in Sigismondi, 2011). Numerous observations of the 2011
Draconids estimated a ZHR between 300 (Kero et al., 2012; McBeath,
2012) and 400–460 (Kac, 2015; Trigo-Rodríguez et al., 2013). Among
the wide range of ZHR predictions for 2011 published in the literature,
some were in good agreement with the observations (Vaubaillon et al.,
2011; Watanabe and Sato, 2008). This success could have settled the
question of Draconid forecasts using numerical simulations. However, a
completely unexpected radio storm reaching a ZHR of
9000 ± 1000meteors per hour was observed one year later (Ye et al.,
2014), highlighting the need to improve the intensity predictions of
meteor showers.

The motivation underlying the present work was therefore to be
able to predict not only the date and time of appearance of a Draconid
shower, but to also provide a quantitative estimate of its intensity with
relative confidence. Since the numerical modeling of meteoroid streams
ejected from the parent comet is the only efficient tool to predict such a
shower, we performed simulations of the {21P, Draconid} complex
using the model of Vaubaillon et al. (2005). For the first time, we si-
mulated ZHR profiles for each year of predicted enhanced Draconid
activity and compared them with the available observations. The si-
mulated profiles were then calibrated against observations of the
timing, activity profile and strength of historic Draconid outbursts to
reinforce the reliability of future forecasts. This work presents the im-
plementation and results of our meteoroid stream modeling, applied
specifically to the Draconid shower. The structure of the paper is
comprised of four main parts, some of which consist of multiple sec-
tions.

• In Section 2, we detail the main characteristics of the historic Dra-
conid outbursts observed between 1926 and 2012. Because the
Draconids were widely analyzed by multiple observers using dif-
ferent instruments, the literature has a wide variety of information
relating to the shower. For each event, we tried to highlight the
conclusions shared by the highest number of authors or the best
documented reports.

• Sections 3, 4 and 5, together with Appendices A, B & C, describe in
detail the implementation and interpretation of the new meteoroid
stream model used here to reproduce or predict past and future
Draconid occurrences (Model I). In Section 6, we offer a succinct
summary of the independently developed NASA Meteoroid En-
vironment Office's MSFC meteoroid stream model, used to validate
Model I.

• Section 7 presents the performance of Model I in reproducing the
main visual and radio outbursts observed between 1933 and 2012,
in terms of years of appearance and shower time, strength, and
duration. A comparison between our simulations and observations
of the previously unreported 1999 radio outburst, revealed by our
model, is also presented. An initial comparison between the 2018
prediction performed in Egal et al. (2018) and preliminary visual
and radio observations of this recent outburst, shared by the Inter-
national Meteor Organization (IMO), is given in Section 8. The si-
mulated activity profiles presented in these sections form the main
validation of the approach employed by Model I.

• Finally, Section 9 details our predictions for three potential radio
outbursts expected in the next decade (2019, 2025 and 2029). The
reliability of this forecast, intrinsically correlated to Model I's ac-
curacy, is discussed in Section 10.

2. Draconid observations

The Draconids are known to have produced two storms observed
optically in 1933 and 1946, as well as more moderate shower outbursts
in 1926, 1998, and 2011. Other Draconid outbursts were detected
mainly by radar techniques in 1952, 1985, and 2005, in addition to a
radio storm in 2012. Very low activity from the shower was reported in
1972 instead of the intense outburst/storm that was originally pre-
dicted (Hughes and Thompson, 1973; McIntosh, 1972).

In this work, we classify the Draconid apparitions into three cate-
gories: the outbursts which were visually observed or recorded using
optical instruments (“visual outbursts”), the showers mainly observed
by radio/radar devices (“radio outbursts”), and weak or poorly docu-
mented showers.

2.1. Established visual outbursts

2.1.1. 1933
The 1933 storm occurred on October 9 around 20h15 UT (Watson

Jr., 1934), for a total duration of about 4h30 (R. Forbes-Bentley in
Olivier, 1946). ZHR estimates of the shower are very disparate and vary
from around 5400 (Watson Jr., 1934) to 10,000 (Jenniskens, 1995) and
even 30,000 (Cook, 1973; Olivier, 1946).

2.1.2. 1946
The 1946 storm was by visual, photographic, and radar techniques

mainly in Europe and North America. The shower peaked around
3h 40–3h 50 UT on October 10, and lasted 3 to 4 h (Kresak and
Slancikova, 1975; Lovell et al., 1947). Again, ZHR estimates in the
literature vary between 2000 (Hutcherson, 1946) and 6800 (Kresak and
Slancikova, 1975) or 10,000 (Jenniskens, 1995).

2.1.3. 1998
The 1998 outburst appeared on October 8, peaking around

13h10 UT (Arlt, 1998; Koseki et al., 1998; Watanabe et al., 1999) al-
though (Šimek and Pecina, 1999) indicated a maximum around
13h35 UT. The total duration was about 4 h (Watanabe et al., 1999),
and the maximum ZHR reached 700 to 1000meteors per hour (Arlt,
1998; Koseki et al., 1998; Watanabe et al., 1999).

2.1.4. 2011
Following the concordant predictions of an outburst in 2011, the

Draconids were observed on October 8 by many teams with many
different observational techniques (radar, video, photography, visual).
The main peak occurred around 20h–20h15 UT, for a total duration of
about 3 to 4 h and a maximum ZHR estimate varying from 300–400 to
560 (Kac, 2015; Kero et al., 2012; Koten et al., 2014; McBeath, 2012;
Molau and Barentsen, 2014; Toth et al., 2012; Trigo-Rodríguez et al.,
2013).

2.2. Established radio outbursts

2.2.1. 1985
The 1985 peak occurred on October 8 between 9h25 and 9h50

(Chebotarev and Simek, 1987; Simek, 1994), probably around 9h35 UT
(Lindblad, 1987; Sidorov et al., 1994). The observed shower duration
varies from 3h (Lindblad, 1987; Mason, 1986) to 4h30 (Sidorov et al.,
1994). An equivalent ZHR is estimated to be from around 400–500
(Lindblad, 1987; Simek, 1994) to possibly as high as 2200 (Mason,
1986). In agreement with the radio measurements, visual observations
carried out in Japan in 1985 confirmed a ZHR higher than 500 shortly
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before 10h UT on October 8 (Koseki, 1990).

2.2.2. 2005
The unexpected 2005 radio outburst was detected on October 8

around 16h05 UT (Campbell-Brown et al., 2006). The end of the shower
was missed by radar, while the beginning was not observed using visual
techniques (Koten et al., 2007); producing only a lower limit of 3 h for
the shower duration. The equivalent ZHR was estimated to be around
150 (Campbell-Brown et al., 2006).

2.2.3. 2012
The 2012 storm happened on October 8 at 16h40, for a peak

duration of about 2 h and an equivalent ZHR of 9000 (Ye et al., 2014).
(Fujiwara et al., 2016) measured a total duration of the shower of about
3 h, with a peak time occurring between 16h20 and 17h40 UT.

2.3. Weak or controversial shower returns

2.3.1. 1926
The meteor activity observed by visual observers in October 1926

allowed the shower to be linked to comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner. From
36 meteors observed between 20h20 and 23h20 (G.M.T.) on October 9,
1926, a ZHR of about 20meteors per hour was estimated (Denning,
1927). A Draconid fireball, observed around 22h 16 (G.M.T.) that night,
impressed the observers by leaving a persisting train during half an
hour (Denning, 1927; Fisher, 1934).

2.3.2. 1952/1953
Draconid activity was noticed by the Jodrell Bank radar on October

9, 1952, with a maximum ZHR of 170–180 around 15h40–50min UT
(Davies and Lovell, 1955). The shower duration was approximately 3 h.
The apparition of Draconid meteors the following year, in 1953, is
controversial; no enhanced activity was detected by the Jodrell Bank
radar at any time within 12 h of the expected maximum time (Jodrell
Bank, 1953), while other authors suggest some weak activity
(Jenniskens, 2006).

2.3.3. 1972
Due to the favorable geometrical configuration between the comet

and the Earth, a potentially strong outburst/storm was expected on
October 8, 1972. However, no significant activity was observed
(Millman, 1973). Radar observations revealed a diffuse component of
the shower, with a weak maximum activity at October 8.2 ± 0.3
(Hughes and Thompson, 1973). Radio observations carried in Japan
might however argue for a stronger radio activity, with a peak of 84
meteors detected in a 10min interval around 16h10 UT on October 8,
1972 (Marsden, 1972).

Having summarized the major observational features of the
Draconids over the last century, our next goal is to reproduce the years
of recorded activity, shower timing, strength and activity profile from a
model. We attempt to do this employing a model with the fewest
number of tunable parameters which also provides good fits to the most
robustly determined characteristics of the shower.

3. Model I — simulations

3.1. 21P/Giacobini-Zinner

Comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner was observed for the first time by M.
Giacobini in 1900, and identified again by E. Zinner in 1913. Since its
discovery, at least 16 apparitions of the comet have been observed and
numerous orbital solutions produced. 21P is a typical Jupiter-family
comet (JFC), with a period of approximately 6.5 years and a current
perihelion distance of 1.03 au. The comet has suffered multiple close
encounters with Jupiter through its history, resulting in our simulations
in a global reduction of its semi-major axis and increase of its

eccentricity in 400 years. The comet's motion has also been affected by
sudden and significant variations in the nongravitational forces (NGF)
induced by its outgassing, causing 21P to be classified as an “erratic”
comet (Sekanina, 1993). A particular discontinuity in the transverse
NGF coefficient between 1959 and 1965 dramatically modified 21P's
orbit (Yeomans and Chodas, 1989). The gas and dust production of the
comet used to peak after perihelion before this epoch, while the max-
imum outgassing has occurred pre-perihelion since then (Blaauw et al.,
2014; Sekanina, 1985).

3.1.1. Ephemeris
Several studies have tried to reproduce the comet's dynamical

evolution during the 20th century, in particular a significant dis-
continuity in its orbital evolution observed between 1959 and 1965.
Despite a moderately close approach with Jupiter in 1958, the grav-
itational influence of the giant planet did not seem to be responsible for
the orbital variations observed around 1959 (Yeomans, 1971; Yeomans,
1972).

(Królikowska et al., 2001; Sekanina, 1985) were able to explain the
NGF evolution of 21P by considering the precession of the comet's spin
axis. However, Sekanina's model yielded unrealistic values of the co-
met's oblateness and rotation period (Królikowska et al., 2001;
Yeomans, 1986), while the Królikowska analysis required many addi-
tional parameters derived from observations (e.g. relative times be-
tween the maximum activity and the perihelion passage for different
apparitions) to correctly link all the comet's apparitions. Another in-
dependent explanation for the erratic orbital evolution of 21P could be
the activation of discrete source regions at the surface of the comet, at
specific locations and for a certain duration (Sekanina, 1993).

In their current state, neither of these models permits the comet's
ephemeris to be reproduced without involving a detailed knowledge of
its past apparitions; for our study, we therefore decided to rely directly
on the observations. The comet's motion at each apparition is integrated
from an orbital solution provided by the JPL Small Body Data Center,1

with an external time step of 1 day and considering the asymmetric
non-gravitational forces model of (Yeomans and Chodas, 1989).

3.1.2. Integration period
Because of the 1959 orbital evolution discontinuity, we chose to

build the ephemeris of each apparition of the comet from the closest
available orbital solution, and not from the most recent measured orbit
of 21P. However, older observations of 21P (prior to 1966) were de-
termined with less accuracy, which may reduce the reliability of our
integrations. In order to evaluate the impact of this approach on the
comet ephemeris, we compared the trajectories integrated from 15
distinct orbital solutions of 21P obtained for the years 1900, 1913,
1926, 1933, 1940, 1946, 1959, 1966, 1972, 1979, 1985, 1992, 1998,
2006, and 2013.

Fig. 1 illustrates the evolution with time of the minimum, max-
imum, and average similarity criterion DSH (Southworth and Hawkins,
1963) for each pair of trajectories obtained (left panel). The middle
panel presents the variations of the descending node's heliocentric
distance for each initial orbital solution considered. The right panel was
obtained by considering the same initial orbit (2006 solution) but in-
tegrating the trajectory with different nongravitational force models
(no NGF, symmetric outgassing, and asymmetric outgassing, respec-
tively).

In Fig. 1, we observe a slight increase of the DSH around 1960. The
DSH evolution before this date coincides with the dispersion noticeable
in the node distances plots. The first significant dispersion of the orbits
occurs in 1898, as a consequence of a close encounter with Jupiter.
Earlier close approaches with Jupiter in 1815 and 1732 also disperse
the orbits. From this analysis, we conclude that the orbital solution

1 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi.
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selected for the comet ephemeris computation should not influence the
prediction of the meteor showers caused by trails ejected after the co-
met's discovery. For older streams, however, the initial integration
epoch has a significant impact on the comet ephemeris, and hence on
the meteoroid stream generated. Since the Draconids are often asso-
ciated with young material (Lindblad, 1987; Vaubaillon et al., 2011;
Wu and Williams, 1995), our integrations were limited to the
1850–2030 period. If any interpretation of the contribution of trails
ejected prior to 1898 needs to be carefully conducted, their influence on
our predictions is negligible. Particles ejected over the 1850–1898
period were only simulated for comparison of the nodal footprints of
the simulated Draconids with previous works (e.g. with (Vaubaillon
et al., 2011)).

3.1.3. Physical properties
The lack of direct imaging of 21P's nucleus forces us to estimate

certain physical properties needed for our integrations. The radius of
the nucleus of 21P is not well determined; estimates suggest it probably
lies between 1 and 2 km (Lamy et al., 2004; Leibowitz and Brosch,
1986; Pittichová et al., 2008; Singh et al., 1997). By default, we con-
sider a nucleus density of 400 kgm−3 and an albedo of 0.05 commonly
assumed for JFCs (Hanner et al., 1992; Landaberry et al., 1991;
Newburn and Spinrad, 1985). The percentage of active surface, un-
known for 21P, is fixed to 20%. A summary of the model's parameters is
presented in Table 1.

3.2. Meteoroid streams

3.2.1. Ejection
Particles are ejected at each simulation time step of the comet for

heliocentric distances below 3.7 au (Pittichová et al., 2008). Around
12.48 million dust particles were simulated over the period 1850–2020,
covering the size bins [10−4,10−3] m (10−9, 10−6) kg: (160,000 par-
ticles per apparition), [10−3,10−2] m (10−6, 10−3) kg: (190,000 par-
ticles) and [10−2,10−1] m (10−3, 1) kg: (130,000 particles). An addi-
tional sample of 120,000 particles in each size bin was ejected at each
comet apparition between 1852 and 2025, and integrated until the year
2030 (9.72 million particles). In total, 22.2 million dust particles were
simulated over the period 1850–2030.

The meteoroid density is assumed to be 300 kgm−3, as determined
by Draconid meteor observations (Borovička et al., 2007). Simulated
particles are isotropically ejected from the sunlit hemisphere of the
comet, with velocities determined by the (Crifo and Rodionov, 1997)
model, which produces ejection speeds most in accord with recent in
situ cometary measurements (c.f. A).

3.2.2. Integration
The stream integration is performed in Fortran 90 using a 15th order

RADAU integrator with a precision control parameter LL of 12
(Everhart, 1985). The external integration step is fixed to one day and
the internal time steps are variable, allowing close encounters with
planets to be dealt accurately. The gravitational attraction of the Sun,
the Moon, and the eight planets of the solar system as well as general
relativistic corrections are taken into account. Solar radiation pressure
and Poynting-Robertson drag are also included. The Yarkovsky-Rad-
zievskii effect was neglected since the size of our simulated particles
doesn't exceed 10 cm (Vokrouhlický and Farinella, 2000).

3.2.3. Impact selection
As a first selection, all particles that approach the Earth below a

distance ΔX= VrΔT are considered potential impactors, with Vr the
relative velocity between the planet and the particle and ΔT a time
parameter depending on the shower duration. The length of a typical
Draconid shower doesn't exceed a few hours; we consider for this study
a conservative time interval of ΔT=1day and a distance threshold ΔX
of 1.15×10−2 au. Potential impacting particles are, in a second step,
individually integrated with a time step of one minute, in order to
precisely estimate the date and position of their closest approach with
the Earth.

Fig. 1. Left panel: time evolution of the minimum, maximum, and mean DSH between each pair of orbits determined from 15 distinct initial orbital solutions. Middle
panel: heliocentric distance of the descending nodes of 21Palong time, for 15 initial orbital solutions ranging from 1900 to 2013. Right panel: heliocentric distance of
the descending node for different nongravitational forces models.

Table 1
Comet and meteoroid characteristics considered by Model I. See the text for
more details.

Comet parameter Choice Reference

Shape Spherical
Diameter 2 km Lamy et al. (2004)
Density 400 kgm−3

Albedo 0.05
Active surface 20%
Active below 3.7 au Pittichová et al. (2008)
Variation index γ1, γ2 2.1, 7.3 This work
K1 ∼ 100 This work
Afρmax ∼1600–1800 cm This work

Particle parameter Choice Reference
Shape Spherical
Size 10−4 to 10−1 m
Density 300 kgm−3 Borovička et al. (2007)
Ejection velocity model “CNC” model Crifo and Rodionov (1997)
Ejection rate Each day
Nparticles/apparition ∼ 840,000
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4. Model I — interpretation

The primary goal of this work is to compare our simulated meteor
showers to Draconid observations with the goal of matching the peak
date, peak intensity, duration and overall activity profiles of past
showers. Because of limited computational resources, the number of
particles ejected in our model is not comparable to the true number of
meteoroids effectively released by comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner. It is
therefore necessary to extrapolate from the comparatively finite
number of simulated particles to the true number of particles in the
stream.

Since the number of simulated particles that would physically im-
pact the Earth is too small to derive a reliable flux profile, we consider
each particle that passes within a sphereS , centered on the Earth and
with a given radius Rs, as contributing to the shower. The Rs value must
be smaller than the previous ΔX spatial criterion to exclude surrounding
streams not producing any activity at the Earth. On the other hand, Rs

needs to be large enough to include a statistically useful sample of
particles. The selection of the Rs parameters for the Draconids simula-
tions is discussed in Section 4.2.

Once particles are selected using the reduced distance criterion Rs,
we assign to each impactor a weight Ng which represents the scaling
required to move from the small number of simulated meteoroids to the
true number which would be released by the comet in the same ejection
circumstances.

4.1. Weights

The weighting process implemented here relies mainly on
Vaubaillon et al. (2005), with some differences. First, the evolution of
the dust production for 21P/Giacobini-Zinner with the heliocentric
distance rh is extrapolated to each apparition from a photometric so-
lution of the comet (cf. B). Second, the gas and dust production are not
assumed to be proportional to each other; this decoupling allows the
gas and dust production to evolve separately as a function of helio-
centric distance (Sekanina, 1985). The main hypotheses underlying the
weighting solutions are:

1. The nucleus is spherical, homogeneous and composed of dust and
water ice.

2. The dust production of the comet, represented by the Afρ parameter
(A'Hearn et al., 1984, cf. B), evolves with the heliocentric distance
rh. The gas-to-dust production ratio K is not constant over rh.

3. The water molecules and the dust particles are ejected from the
sunlit hemisphere of the nucleus, with an intensity varying with the
angle θ from the subsolar point.

4. The size distribution of the particles follows a power law of index u.

Details of the weighting computation are provided in C. For a given
apparition of the comet with a perihelion distance q, the number of
particles ejected in all directions in the size bin ′ ′a a[ , ]1 2 during time Δt
and around rh is found to be:
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where:

• K2 is a tunable normalization coefficient constant over all the ejec-
tion conditions,

• A(Φ) is the nucleus albedo at phase angle Φ,

• Afρmax is the maximum Afρ obtained for a given apparition (ejection

epoch),

• rh is the meteoroid heliocentric distance at the time of ejection (in
au),

• q is the perihelion distance (au),

• A1(a1′,a2′) is shorthand for ∫′
′

a
a da

au1
2 , with a the particle radius (in m),

• K1 is a constant governing the Afρ= f(rh) evolution (fit parameter),

• γ is the Afρ variation index, with γ= γ1 for pre-perihelion locations
and γ= γ2 for post-perihelion measurements, and

• J is a function of the ejection velocity and the minimal and maximal
particle radii that can be ejected from the comet (cf. C).

4.2. Flux and activity profile

The shower spatial number density sF is estimated from the
weighted number of particles entering the sphere S over time. In this
work, the sphere radius is fixed to Rs= V⊕δt, with V⊕ the Earth's he-
liocentric velocity and δt a time parameter corresponding to the dura-
tion of the maximum activity of the shower. For the most intense
Draconid outbursts (e.g. 1946), most of the activity was contained
within a one-hour interval (Davies and Lovell, 1955; Kresak and
Slancikova, 1975). For the main Draconid outbursts observed visually
(1933, 1946, 1998 and 2011), we then choose Rs= V⊕×1 h (Rs < 10
Earth radii). When the total number of unweighted particles retained
for the flux computation is lower than 15, δt is gradually increased until
either the number of particles exceeds 15 or δt is 6 h (assumed to be the
maximal duration of the shower). The fluxF of meteoroids is obtained
by:

= V·s rF F (2)

with Vr the relative velocity between the Earth and the meteoroid
stream. The zenithal hourly rate of the shower is derived fromF using
(Koschack and Rendtel, 1990):

=
− −r r

ZHR
(13.1 16.5)( 1.3)0.748

AsF

(3)

where r is the measured population index of the shower and As an
observer's surface area of the atmosphere at the ablation altitude
( ∼ 37,200 km2As ).

4.3. Peak time estimate

The predicted peak date of the shower is determined by computing a
weighted average of the simulated activity profile. The presence of
additional peaks, as well as the intensity and the duration of the
shower, are also derived from the ZHR evolution. In the case of simu-
lated outbursts with a low number of particles retained for the flux
computation (δt > 1h), the resolution of the activity profiles may
compromise the validity of this approach. In such cases, the time of the
peak maximum is taken to be the date of closest approach between the
Earth and the median location of the meteoroid streams (Vaubaillon
et al., 2005).

5. Model I — calibration

Before predicting any future Draconid showers, we need to de-
termine the unknown parameters (K2, u) of the weighting function in
Eq. (1) which best reproduce the past observed outbursts. The results
are particularly sensitive to the value of the size distribution index u of
the meteoroids at ejection, since this value influences the intensity and
the shape of the activity profiles as well as the peak time estimate.

The calibration is first performed on the four strong visual showers
of 1933, 1946, 1998, and 2011 and then refined using the radio out-
bursts. The simulated ZHR profiles, derived from the meteoroid fluxes
using Eq. (3) and a given population index r, are compared with the
observations (see Fig. 4 later). We have chosen in the calibration
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process not to allow a variable population index, but instead adopt a
fixed value of r=2.6 based on measurements of the 2011 (Kac, 2015;
Toth et al., 2012) and potentially the 1933 shower (Plavec, 1957).

Our philosophy is that since any model can be improved when more
free parameters are introduced, we chose to limit the number of tunable
parameters to the absolute minimum required. In doing this, we de-
crease the match between the simulated and observed intensities of a
specific shower in fixing r. However, this allows us to determine the
weighting solution that best reproduces all the outbursts with minimum
adjustable parameters, which we feel improves the robustness of the
model shower prediction.

The best agreement between the simulated and the observed ac-
tivity profiles for the four visual showers was obtained for an ejecta size
distribution index u of 2.9. This value differs from our previous pub-
lished estimate of 2.64 (Egal et al., 2018); differences between the two
works are due to several factors. First, in this work, we have increased
the number of simulated particles by 75% and used a slightly different
weighting solution which better reflects the observed Afρ evolution of
comet 21P. Second, the size distribution index used here was de-
termined considering two additional outbursts (1999 and 2018), not
included in Egal et al. (2018).

Our calibrated value of u lies in the range of measurements per-
formed for 67P (drifting from 2 beyond 2 au to 3.7 at perihelion, cf.
Fulle et al., 2016). The associated cumulative mass index (smc=0.63
for u=2.9) is somewhat lower than the value of 0.85 derived for co-
mets 1P/Halley (McDonnell et al., 1987) and 81P/Wild 2 (Green et al.,
2004). Unfortunately, no such in situ measurement has been performed
for 21P. Indirect estimates of u, inferred by meteor observations, are
hampered by the variability of the observed mass index changes with
each apparition of the shower and even during an individual outburst
(Koten et al., 2014). In addition, because the orbital evolution of a
meteoroid is size-dependent, a fundamental difference between the size
distribution index at the time of ejection and observation is not un-
expected. Since no in situ or indirect measurement of this parameter has
been performed for 21P, the value of u=2.9 will be adopted through
the rest of this study.

6. Model II — MSFC

For validation purposes, the Draconid streams simulated using
Model I have been compared to an independent meteoroid modeling
performed by the NASA Meteoroid Environment Office (MEO). The
MEO's MSFC Meteoroid Stream Model, similar to the model presented
above, is detailed in Moser and Cooke (2004, 2008). The position and
velocity of 21P/Giacobini-Zinner is taken from the 2006 orbital solu-
tion and ephemeris provided by JPL HORIZONS.2 The comet radius is
assumed to be 1.7 km, i.e. an average of Churyumov and Rosenbush
(1991), Landaberry et al. (1991) and Newburn and Spinrad (1989)
measurements. 600,000 meteoroids are ejected at each apparition of
the comet between 1594 and 2018, resulting in a total of about 35.4
million particles. Particles are released from the comet with a time step
of 1 h, using the ejection model of Jones (1995) with a spherical cap
angle of ejection of 30∘. The size of the particles are distributed uni-
formly over log β, where eta ranges from 10−5 to 10−2. β is defined as
the ratio between the forces due to the radiation pressure (Frad) and the
Sun's gravity (Fgrav), and can be approximated by the following relation:

= ≃ × −
β F

F aρ
5.7 10rad

grav

4

(4)

with a and ρ respectively the radius (m) and density (kgm−3) of the
particle. The selected β range of 10−5 to 10−2 corresponds to masses
between 1 μg and 1 kg for the selected density of 1000 kgm−3, and
masses around ten times higher for the density of 300 kgm−3

considered by Model I.
The meteoroid integration is performed exactly as described in

Section 3.2.2. Particles are retained as potential impactors if they cross
the Earth's orbital plane within 0.01 au of the planet, and within±7
days of the expected shower peak. The time and intensity of the sho-
wer's maximum activity are evaluated through computation of an im-
pact parameter (IP), defined as

=
+⊕R h

D
IP atmos

(5)

where R⊕ is the Earth's radius, hatmos the height of the atmosphere, and
D the Earth-particle distance at the time of nodal crossing. The impact
parameter increases the weight of particles passing by the Earth more
closely, and therefore more susceptible to contribute to a shower. A
Lorentzian fit of the IP distribution as a function of the solar longitude
allows the time of the shower peak to be estimated. The shower
strength is usually estimated by scaling the IP distributions to historical
observations (Table 2).

Since less time and effort was allocated for the analysis of the MSFC
simulations, the output of Model I and Model II cannot be compared for
all the shower's characteristics. Results of the MSFC model, successful in
predicting previous Draconid outbursts (e.g. in 2011), are however
presented in this work because they allow an assessment of the con-
fidence level of the time and intensity predictions issued from Model I.

7. Outbursts post-prediction

The goal of this section is to investigate the agreement of our si-
mulated activity profiles with historical observations of the Draconids
in terms of peak time, peak intensity, and shower duration. In Section
7.1, the years of potential apparitions of the shower are appraised from
the simulations. Details of each visual and radio outburst mentioned in
Section 2 are detailed in Section 7.2.

7.1. Validation

7.1.1. Annual activity profile
Years of activity caused by particles of the three size bins simulated

by model I are presented in Fig. 2. In this diagram, all the particles
meeting the large distance criterion ΔX=1.15×10−2 au for Model I
and below 0.01 au for Model II are included. The annual variation of the
number of impactors presented in Fig. 2 is therefore not a good proxy
for the shower's strength, but instead highlights the periods of potential
activity.

From our simulations, we predict intense Draconid activity in 1933,
1946, 1998, and 2011 for particles with a size larger than 10−3 m (i.e.,
those visible to the naked eye). We also predict activity in 1940, which
to our knowledge was not reported by any observer, as well as some in
1959, 2018, and around 1926. When considering smaller particles in
the size bin [10−4,10−3] m, we see additional significant activity in
1953, 1972, 1985, 1999, 2012, and 2019, as well as minor contribu-
tions over the period 1985–2030 (including the 2005 outburst).

Both Model I and Model II were successful in reproducing all the
years for which a Draconid shower was observed, except the 1952 radio
outburst detected only by the Jodrell Bank radar (Jodrell Bank, 1953).
For Model I, all the visual showers are clearly distinguishable in the
profile while the faintest radio events are more complicated to identify
(e.g. 2005). Fig. 2, shows that the models are good at reproducing the
years of potential enhanced Draconid activity.

7.1.2. 1999 Outburst
Our model predicted strong activity rich in smaller particles on

October 91,999, which would be detectable using radio instruments.
This model outcome was robust and persisted despite several attempts
(not detailed here) to change the weighting parameters and distance
criteria to remove this seemingly non-shower outburst year while still2 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi
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allowing fits to other years.
Few observations of Draconid activity in 1999 are recorded in the

literature and no evidence for a strong radio shower was reported in the
literature at the time. Some visual observations conducted from Europe
on October 8 indicated low-level Draconid activity (Langbroek, 1999).
Visual observations performed in Japan on October 9 also indicated a
weak Draconid shower, with “a broad peak from 10h00m to
13h00mUT” and meteor rates small compared with those in 1998
(ZHR=20–30, cf. Iiyama in Sato, 2003). These observations are con-
sistent with the simulations, which predict intense activity of particles
detectable by radar, but too small to be seen optically.

In 1999, (Brown et al., 2000) conducted a Leonid observation
campaign in the Canadian Arctic (at Canadian Forces Station Alert,
Nunavut) involving an automated meteor radar. The radar, an early
version of the Canadian Meteor Orbit radar (CMOR), consisted of the 29
and 38MHz systems, but lacked the outlying receivers needed for or-
bital calculations. It was located at 82.455∘N, 62.497∘W. Only the
29MHz system was in operation on October 9, 1999 as part of early
calibration prior to the Leonids; its transmitter power was 3.46 kW.
Data from this calibration interval had been collected but not examined
in detail prior to the current study, at which time a strong outburst from

the Draconids was found in the calibration data.
The radar echo data were processed to produce fluxes with the same

single-station procedure as in Campbell-Brown et al. (2006), in which
echoes occurring at 90∘ to the radiant are counted and background
subtractions are applied. The collecting area of the radar was near
maximum at the time of the observed shower, ranging from 500 to
750 km2. The Draconid radiant was close to its lowest elevation of 50∘.
Approximately four hundred echoes occurred on the Draconid echo line
in the 6 h surrounding the peak, compared to 30 sporadics the previous
day. Fig. 3 presents the ZHR profile of the shower with time bins of
15min. The peak activity occurred at 11h30 ± 15m, for an approx-
imate ZHR of 1250 (assuming a mass index of 1.82, c.f. Pokorný and
Brown, 2016). Unfortunately, no other radar dedicated to meteor ob-
servation and recording in October 1999 has been identified.

Since our simulations allowed us to correctly reproduce the years of
noticeable Draconid activity and provided a successful “prediction” of
the 1999 radio outburst, we consider at this stage Model I to be vali-
dated. Next, we investigate each simulated shower in more depth.

7.2. Activity profiles

ZHR profiles derived for each year of activity are presented in Fig. 4.
The first column of the figure groups the four main visual outbursts
(1933, 1946, 1998, and 2011) and the second column the radio showers
(1985, 1999, 2005, and 2012), whose characteristics are detailed
below. The third column displays our simulations of the recent 2018
Draconids and of three potential future outbursts (in 2019, 2025 and
2029). These four cases are detailed in Sections 8 and 9.

When available, observed profiles (solid lines) have been super-
imposed on the simulation results (filled boxes). The maximum ZHR
(number of meteors per hour) is compared here to the profile's max-
imum (using a time bin of 1 h for the model) while the peak time is
estimated considering model time bins of 20min. All the time estimates
presented in this work have an accuracy of about half an hour. A
summary of the main results shown in Fig. 4 is provided in Table 3.

Table 2
Comet and meteoroid characteristics used by the MSFC model (Model II).

Comet parameter Choice Reference

Shape Spherical
Radius 1.7 km See text
Active within 2.5 au

Particle parameter Choice Reference
Shape Spherical
Size (β) ∼10−5 to 10−2

Density 1000 kgm−3

Ejection velocity model Jones (1995)
Cap angle 30∘

Ejection rate Every hour
Nparticles/apparition ∼600,000

Fig. 2. The number of impactors (normalized to the number of particles in 1946) reaching the Earth over the period 1920–2030 for each size bin simulated by Model
I (filled boxes) and for all the particles generated using Model II (bold line, MSFC model).
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7.2.1. Established visual outbursts
7.2.1.1. 1933. From the modelled activity profile, we predict a
maximum on October 9, around 20h13 (L⊙=197.005∘), reaching a
ZHR of 5830. The outburst is caused by particles ejected during the
1900 and 1907 apparitions, with a minor contribution from the 1886
and 1894 perihelion approaches. Most of the particles (71%) belong to
the size bin [10−3,10−2] m, with a significant contribution of smaller
particles (23% ∈[10−4,10−3] m) and some large particles (5%). The
simulated outburst duration is 5 h, consistent with the observations.

7.2.1.2. 1946. The simulated maximum occurs on October 10, around
3 h38 (L⊙=196.986∘), reaching a ZHR of 7960. The outburst is caused
by particles of several streams ejected between 1900 and 1940, with the
largest contributions from the 1900 and 1907 trails. The vast majority
of particles belong to the visible range, with a large number of particles
having sizes between 10−2 and 10−1 m (65%). The total duration of the
simulated outburst is 4h30, in good agreement with measurements. The
predominance of the 1900 and 1907 trails influence on the 1933 and
1946 storms is consistent with the results of Reznikov (1993) and
Vaubaillon et al. (2011).

7.2.1.3. 1998. The simulated activity peaks on October 8, around
13 h26 (L⊙=195.087∘), reaching a ZHR of about 900. The outburst
is caused by particles of the 1926 trail only, mainly with sizes in the
ranges [10−3,10−2] m (67%) and [10−4,10−3] m (29%). The
estimated shower duration is 4 h. Contrary to Sato (2003), we don't
need to assume weak activity of the comet in 1926 to explain the
intensity of the 1998 outburst compared to the 1933 and 1946 storms.

7.2.1.4. 2011. The modelled maximum activity occurs on October 8,
around 20 h06 (L⊙=195.033∘), reaching a ZHR of 550. The outburst is
mainly caused by particles from the 1900 and 1907 streams, potentially
leading to two maxima around 19h30 and 20h–20h15 (cf. Section 2).
However, the resolution of the simulated profile of Fig. 4 does not
permit reliable identification of the observed secondary peak. From our
simulations, the outburst is mostly composed of particles of size
[10−3,10−2] m (62%), with the remainder split evenly between
smaller and larger particles. The estimated total duration of the
shower is 4 h, consistent with observations.

7.2.2. Established radio outbursts
7.2.2.1. 1985. The simulated maximum occurs on October 8, around

9 h42 (L⊙=195.260∘), reaching a ZHR of 370. The outburst is caused
by the stream ejected in 1945, with a minor contribution from the 1933
apparition. Most of the particles contributing to the ZHR belong to the
radio range (∈[10−4,10−3] m, 89%) with some candidates between
10−3 and 10−2 m (11%). No larger particles from the simulations were
found to encounter the Earth. The total simulated duration (including
all the activity detected and not only the central activity plateau) is
slightly shorter than 9 h.

7.2.2.2. 1999. The simulated activity peaks on October 9, around
11 h13 (L⊙=195.728∘), reaching a ZHR of 1380. The outburst is
exclusively caused by small particles (∈[10−4,10−3] m, 100%)
ejected in 1959 and 1966. For this simulated profile, we encountered
an unusual situation. A small number of particles (< 10) belonging to
the 1966 trail fulfilled all the ejection circumstances required to
increase their weight (ejection at perihelion, low phase angle, very
small size, etc.). This combination led to weights> 10 times higher
than any other of the 22.7 million particles simulated. Taken at face
value this would produce a maximum ZHR of about 50,000meteors per
hour. Given the exceptional nature of the ejection and excessive
weighting compared to all other simulated particles, they were
removed from the analysis as being unphysical and from the profile
of Fig. 4. The total duration of the simulated outburst is about 6h45.

7.2.2.3. 2005. The 2005 profile represents the worst match between
our simulations and the observations. In exploring matches, we
consistently found that weighting parameters adopted which better
reproduce this outburst, led to a general model solution which was
poorer for all other shower return fits. Allowing this poor fit between
the simulations and observations for the 2005 return we feel is justified
by the low intensity of the shower and the reduced confidence in the
time estimates derived from the observations (Campbell-Brown et al.,
2006; Koten et al., 2007).

From the coarse simulated profile, we estimate a maximum activity
on October 8, around 16h06 (L⊙=195.401∘), reaching a ZHR of 50,
composed only of particles in the radio range. Contrary to the simula-
tions in Campbell-Brown et al. (2006), the best agreement with the
observed time and intensity was found for particles ejected in 1953 and
not 1946. Differences in the comet ephemeris might explain this di-
vergence. For this poorly simulated profile, a maximum duration of 7 h
is expected.

7.2.2.4. 2012. The simulated maximum occurs on October 8, around
16 h20 (L⊙=195.610∘), reaching a ZHR of 3450. The outburst is only
caused by small particles belonging to the 1966 stream. Similar to Ye
et al. (2014), we find that the nodal footprint of the 1966 trail does not
cross the Earth's trajectory (cf. Fig. 5). This might account for our
underestimate of the shower's intensity; the 2012 outburst reached
storm level with about 9000meteors per hour. However, the particles
reaching the planet's vicinity allow us to derive an activity profile that
is consistent in time with the observations, with a total duration slightly
shorter than 11 h.

7.2.3. Post-prediction summary
As a result of the calibration, each simulated profile of a visual

outburst accurately matches the observations in terms of peak time
(< 30min) and maximum intensity (within a factor of 2, consistent
with the uncertainties related to the meteor observations). The duration
of the simulated profiles slightly exceeds the real duration of the
shower, but still allows the period of noticeably enhanced activity to be
constrained.

By applying the same weighting parameters to all observed showers,
the simulated profiles are less able to reproduce details of the Draconid
radio outbursts. Because of the lower number of small model particles
reaching the Earth (Npart≃ 15), all the radio profiles presented in this
section have irregular shapes, with gaps in solar longitude that make

Fig. 3. Draconid ZHR profile determined from radar measurements performed
at Alert on October 9, 1999, assuming a mass index of s=1.82.
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their comparison to radar measurements difficult. However, both peak
time estimates provided in Table 3 are consistent with the observed
maximum activity with an error of less than half an hour. The shower
strength, which is much more variable, matched the observations
within a factor of 3 in the worst cases such as 2005 and 2012. Despite
the apparent discrepancies between the shower duration reported in the
literature and our simulations (e.g. in 1985), a quick look at Fig. 4
confirms that we correctly constrained the time window of most of the
radio showers.

For the first time, to our knowledge, we have presented in this

section simulated ZHR profiles that allow us to quantitatively estimate
the peak time, intensity, and duration of the main Draconid outbursts
with reasonable accuracy.

8. Draconids 2018

8.1. Predictions

From the simulation of 12 million particles using Model I and a
slightly different weighting scheme, we performed a prediction of the

Fig. 4. Observed (black solid curve) and simulated (filled boxes) ZHR profiles of nine historic Draconid outbursts between 1933 and 2018 and predictions of three
future occurrences of the shower. References for the observations are 1933: Watson Jr. (1934), 1946: Kresak and Slancikova (1975), 1998: Watanabe et al. (1999),
2011: Kac (2015), 1985: Mason (1986), 2005: Campbell-Brown et al. (2006), and 2012: Ye et al. (2014). The 1999 profile is compared to radar measurements
performed in Alert (cf. Section 7.1.2) and the 2018 profile is compared with the ZHR derived from the IMO VMDB, accessed 15/12/2018. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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2018 Draconids in Egal et al. (2018). As found in several other studies,
our work suggested that the Earth would cross the meteoroid stream
through a gap between the 1946 and 1953 trails. The extremely small
number of particles reaching the Earth's vicinity and retained for the
flux computation in this orbital configuration prevented us from con-
fidently predicting a complete simulated profile. The peak time was
therefore estimated from the date of the closest approach to the stream
median location (cf. Section 4.3). This approach, which we have found
to be more robust in cases with low numbers of model particles, led to a
maximum activity estimate around 23 h51 (L⊙=195.390∘) on October
8, 2018. The model maximum ZHR profile being about 80 (with a factor
3 uncertainty), we had predicted an activity not exceeding a few tens of
meteors per hour. However, our predictions at the L1 and L2 Lagrange
points suggested storm-level activity at these locations, leading to the
temporary re-orientation of the Gaia satellite (personal communication
from Serpell, 2018).

The updated simulated profile for 2018, calibrated using the larger
sample of about 22 million particles, is presented in Fig. 4. Compared to
our previous work (Egal et al., 2018), we note a slight modification of
the profile shape, but no significant variations of the maximum in-
tensity (90meteors per hour) or time (23h45 using the median location
method, L⊙=195.348∘). In our simulations, all the particles reaching
Earth belong to the 1953 trail, and have relatively small sizes
([10−3,10−2] m: 87%, [10−4,10−3] m: 12%,). Almost no large parti-
cles encountered the Earth.

8.2. Observations

At the time of writing, no definitive measurements of the Draconids
2018 have been published. However, as a preliminary comparison with
our predictions, the ZHR profiles issued from the International Meteor
Organization Visual Meteor Database (IMO/VMDB)and the IMO Video
Meteor Network (IMO/VMN)3 were superimposed on the simulation
results in Fig. 6. The black solid curves represent the original mea-
surements, and the light boxes the data re-binned in time steps con-
sistent with the simulated profile (dark boxes). We observe that the
length of the simulated profile matches well both sets of observations
and that the peak time estimate is accurate to within a half an hour of
uncertainty (depending on when the maximum activity really oc-
curred). The simulated intensity underestimates the real strength of the
shower, but remains correct within a factor of 2. From these pre-
liminary observations, we conclude that despite the low number of
particles involved in the shower simulation, our model led to one of the
best predictions of the 2018 Draconids published (Egal et al., 2018).

9. Future Draconid outbursts

Finally, in an effort to predict Draconid activity over the next
decade, we integrated a sample of particles generated by Model I until
the year 2030. In total, 360,000 particles equally spread over our three
size bins ([10−4,10−3] m, [10−3,10−2] m and [10−2,10−1] m) were
ejected at each apparition of the comet from 1850 to 2030, resulting in
a total of about 9.72 million simulated meteoroids. The model predicted
overall peak intensity of the shower covering the period 2020–2030 is
presented in Fig. 2.

From this annual variation in the predicted shower strength, we
estimate enhanced radio activity in 2019 and 2025, as well as a po-
tential minor display in 2029. Comparing to the predictions of other
modelers, we observe that enhanced activity in 2019 and2025 is also
predicted by Maslov (2011) and Ye et al. (2014). We however do not
share the forecast of a low intensity shower in 2021 mentioned in Ye
et al. (2014).

9.1. 2019

On October 82,019, the model predicted that the Earth will face a
similar situation to that in 1999 and encounter the streams ejected by
21P in 1959 and 1966. Our estimated activity profile, presented in
Fig. 4, is exclusively composed of particles in the size bin
[10−4,10−3] m. As with the radio outburst in 1999, a small number of
unphysically heavy weighted particles belonging to the 1966 trail
raised the ZHR maximum to a storm value of 5000 meteors per hour
and have been removed from the analysis.

The low temporal resolution of the simulated profile, typical of our
other simulated radio showers, decreases the precision of the time and
intensity predictions compared to strong visual outbursts. We estimate,
however, that the Earth might experience a radio outburst with a
maximum ZHR of about 200 (within a factor of 3), and enhanced ac-
tivity between 5h45 and 15h30 UT on October 8. The peak time is
difficult to assess from the model profile. If the maximum ZHR is
reached around 14h35 UT, (L⊙=194.753∘), the weighted average of
the profile has a peak time of 12 h UT (L⊙=194.648∘). When con-
sidering the date of the closest approach between the Earth and the
median location of a specific stream, we estimate a maximum activity
caused by the 1959 stream around 13h42 UT (L⊙=194.718∘) and a
maximum caused by the 1966 stream at 12h01 UT. The total duration
of the shower, among the longest for radio showers in our simulations,
is 9h45.

Simulations performed by other authors differ from our predictions,
either in time and intensity. Results from the MSFC model, differing
from Model I mostly on the ejection circumstances and the weighting
process, augurs for noticeable Draconid activity(nearly as strong as in

Table 3
Summary of the observed (left panel) and simulated (right panel) characteristics of the historic Draconid outbursts. *Peak time estimated from the stream median
location; see Section 4.3. a: reported full width at half maximum in 2018 (Molau, personal communication).

Observations Simulations

Model I MSFC model

Date
(y/m/d)

Time
(UT)

Reported duration ZHR Time
(UT)

Total
duration

ZHR Time* (UT) Time
(UT)

ZHR

1933/10/09 20h15 4 h30 5400 to 30,000 20h13 5 h 5830 20h08 20h14 Strong
1946/10/10 3h40–50 3–4 h 2000 to 10,000 3h38 4 h30 7960 3h39 4h05 Storm
1985/10/08 9h25–50 4 h30 400 to 2200 9h42 8 h30 370 10h43 10h33 Outburst
1998/10/08 13h10 4 h 700 to 1000 13h26 4 h 900 13h22 13h19 Strong
1999/10/09 11h15–45 5 h 1250 11h13 6 h45 1380 11h30 11h57 Moderate
2005/10/08 16h05 ≥3 h 150 16h06 7 h 50 16h28 Oct. 9, 3 h52 Weak
2011/10/08 20h00–15 3–4 h 300–400 to 560 20h06 4 h 550 20h03 19h48 Outburst
2012/10/08 16 h40 2 h 9000 16h20 10 h30 3450 15h58 16h42 Weak
2018/10/08 23 h15–45 3 h30a 100–150 22h51 8 h 90 23h45 0h30 Moderate

3 https://www.imo.net/draconids-outburst-on-oct-8-9/ ac-
cessed on 15/12/2018
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Fig. 5. Nodal footprint of the simulated Draconids crossing the ecliptic plane for years of predicted enhanced activity. The line connects the Earth's positions at the
considered dates.
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2018) culminating around 15h06 UT on October 8 (L⊙=194.775∘)
consisting of mainly smaller particles. A secondary peak might be ex-
pected much earlier, around 4h20 the same day (L⊙=194.332∘).
According to Maslov (2011), the activity level from the 1959 trail in
2019 should be about half of that in 1999. Based on the 1999 ZHR
estimated by (Iiyama in Sato, 2003), Maslov expects “a small visual
peak not higher than ZHR 5-10, on 2019 October 8 at 14h45mUT”. He
however points out that “radio observations could show much higher
activity” (Maslov, 2011).

In Jenniskens (2006), no enhanced Draconid activity was predicted
by J. Vaubaillon in 2019. However, some revised predictions are pre-
sented in Table 4. The first one points toward a potential storm on
October 8, with a peak time consistent with the MSFC and Maslov's
(2011) results. His ZHR estimate of about 4000meteors per hour is also
in agreement with our simulations when we do not remove the heavily
weighted particles. The second prediction, favored by that author be-
cause it uses the more accurate ephemeris of the comet provided by
JPL, indicates a moderate outburst on October 7 around 11h UT
(Vaubaillon, personal communication).

In Kastinen and Kero (2017), no specific activity is discernible for
2019 compared to historic Draconid outbursts. Ye et al. (2014) attribute
enhanced activity in 2019 to small particles belonging to the 1979 trail.

The maximum activity is expected to be lower than in 2018 and to peak
around L⊙=194. 2∘ (∈[194,195]∘).

A summary of the 2019 predictions is provided in Table 4. Different
estimates of the shower's characteristics are highly variable and no
general agreement about the peak time and intensity is found. When
considering the weighted average of our simulated activity profile, the
peak time is driven by the influence of the 1966 trail and the resulting
prediction is in advance of 3 h compared to the MSFC or the Maslov
(2011) results. The maximum of the ZHR distribution is consistent with
these two models, but was not used in our model's validation. The ex-
pectations of the shower's strength are even more uncertain, and vary
from a low activity (Kastinen and Kero, 2017; Maslov, 2011; Ye et al.,
2014) to a radio outburst (this work, Model I and MSFC model).

9.2. 2025

In our simulations, the Earth crosses a portion of the meteoroid
stream composed of small particles at the 2025 Draconid return mainly
ejected during the 2011–2012 apparition, with some contribution from
the 2005 and potentially the 1999 trails. From the activity profile, we
estimate a maximum activity around 16h18 UT on October 8
(L⊙=195.286). The Earth is expected to approach the median location
of the 2012 trail around 15h30 UT (L⊙=195.252∘) and the 2005 trail
at 13h40 UT (L⊙=195.178∘). Our maximum intensity (⋇3) reaches a
ZHR of 950meteors per hour.

According to Maslov (2011), encounters with the 1907 to 1953
trails will lead to multiple submaxima at 05h01 UT (ZHR: 10–15),
07h25 UT (ZHR: 20–25), 09h06 UT (ZHR: 20–25), and 10h17 to
10h49 UT (ZHR: 50–60), with many fireballs expected. Consistent with
our prediction, Maslov (2011) also predicts an encounter with the 2012
trail on October 8, 2025 around 15h14 UT. If the expected visual ac-
tivity is low (10–40 in ZHR), the author anticipates a much higher radio
activity going up to tens of thousands of meteors per hour. Because both
forecasts point toward a very strong radio outburst/storm caused by an
encounter with the young (and therefore probably dense) 2012 trail,
special attention should be paid to this event.

9.3. 2029

The 2029 ZHR profile and node plot (cf. Figs. 4 and 5) are hard to
interpret. Only some particles (Npart < 10) ejected in 1940 approach
the Earth in our simulations, leading to the low-resolution shape of
Fig. 4. For this specific shower, more simulations of the 1940 trail in
particular are needed. Our first impressions are that we might detect
some weak radio activity the night between October 7 and 8, which was
not predicted by Ye et al. (2014) or Maslov (2011).

10. Discussion

Numerical models of meteor showers are forced to rely on multiple
assumptions. Each attempt to better reproduce the comet's behavior
requires the incorporation of new parameters, which are usually not
measured for the parent body in question. In this section, we address
the influence that certain of our assumptions have on our forecasts of
future Draconid outbursts.

10.1. Comet characteristics and ephemeris

As mentioned in Section 3.1, after one century of observations,
comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner remains a mysterious comet. Its physical
characteristics are not well defined, and the accuracy of its ephemeris is
poor prior to 1966 because of multiple close encounters with Jupiter
and erratic variations in its nongravitational forces. A significant orbital
discontinuity was observed in 1959–1965, changing the comet ejection
patterns and orbital evolution. These considerations led us to adopt
orbital solutions available for 21P based on observations at a particular

Fig. 6. Comparison between the 2018 simulated profile (dark boxes) and pre-
liminary observations released by the International Meteor Organization. Visual
observations are shown in the top panel & video observations in the bottom
panel; the simulation results are identical in the two panels.
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apparition instead of computing its ephemeris backward in time from a
precise and recent solution. This decision, forcing us to sometimes rely
on less precise orbital measurements (but allowing us to take the
1959–1965 discontinuity into account), may explain the preponderance
of different streams involved in our simulated 2005 and 2019 showers
compared to other authors (Campbell-Brown et al., 2006; Ye et al.,
2014). As noticed in Vaubaillon et al. (2011), the choice of the ephe-
meris solution has, therefore, an impact on the shower predictions.

By comparing the post-predictions performed using Model I and the
MSFC model, which is similar in methodology but assumes different
physical characteristics of the comet and ejection circumstances, we
observe that both approaches provided consistent conclusions about the
years of enhanced Draconid activity, the streams contributing to the
shower, and the particles' characteristics (size and ejection velocity).
We also notice that the peak time estimates of the historic Draconid
outbursts predicted by Model I (from the profiles and the stream
median location) and by the MSFC model are similar. We therefore
consider the exact choice of the comet's physical parameters and the
ejection circumstances to have only a moderate influence in the pre-
dictions of the existence and date of enhanced Draconid activity.

10.2. Weights and ZHR computation

The weighting solution for comet 21P, detailed in B and C, has an
extremely significant impact on the shower's predicted level of activity.
In this work, we have updated the weighting solution of Vaubaillon
et al. (2005) considering pre- and post-perihelion dust measurements of
comet 21P during the 2018 apparition. The heliocentric distance de-
pendence of the amount of dust ejected by the comet was established
from these observations and applied to all the previous apparitions
considered in our model.

Despite the evident limitations of this approach, this solution offers
a first approximation of the comet's behavior throughout its period of
activity and has the merit of being based on real measurements of the
comet's activity. Any further modification of 21P's Afρ= f(rh) can also
easily be implemented in the model to improve future shower predic-
tions.

Among the unknown parameters of the weighting function 1, the
most influential and uncertain one is the particle size distribution index
at ejection, u. Coupled with the number of particles required to produce
a ZHR profile (> 15) and the maximum sphere size adopted for the flux
computation (6h× V⊕), the value of u can substantially modify the
shape, peak time, and intensity of the simulated profiles. It is therefore
difficult to conclude that the profiles presented in Fig. 4 provide an
accurate prediction of future Draconid outbursts. However, by cali-
brating these parameters to strong and well-known visual outbursts (cf.
Section 5), their impact on the final prediction is reduced.

To illustrate this, we compare the conclusions of the present work
with the previous analysis published in Egal et al. (2018). We observe
that with a different weighting solution, a different size distribution
index, a higher number of particles required for the profile computation

(15 instead of 10), and a larger sample of particles simulated, the ac-
curacy of the time and intensity predictions over the period 1933–2018
are still comparable within uncertainties between the two works. The
incorporation of the comet's Afρ evolution into the model allowed (Egal
et al., 2018) to obtain correct time and ZHR estimates for historic
Draconid outbursts and to perform a high-fidelity prediction of the
2018 outburst (cf. Section 8). In this work, the incorporation within the
weighting solution of new measurements of the comet's activity (in-
cluding post-perihelion observations) allowed an increase in the accu-
racy of our modeling. At the same time, the calibration process main-
tained consistency with our previous work despite significant variations
of our ZHR profile computation.

10.2.1. Potential 2019 outburst
As described in Section 9, a prediction for the 2019 Draconids was

particularly difficult to establish and our results diverge from other
studies. The low resolution of the simulated activity profile hampers a
reliable peak time estimate, while the maximum intensity prediction is
complicated by a few unphysically heavily-weighted 1966 particles that
we chose to remove. Nevertheless, we predict a radio outburst on Oc-
tober 8 around 12h UT; most other authors expect a lower maximum
activity later the same day. Radar observations of the 2019 Draconids
will therefore be a good opportunity to both test and improve our
model. Precise measurements would help to determine the veracity of
our choice to limit the contribution of the 1966 stream, as well as the
ephemeris computation implemented in our model.

The 2019 Draconid return will also offer the opportunity to study
two of the most problematic trails in the Draconid complex. The 1959
and 1966 streams, both of which cross the Earth's trajectory in 2019,
previously encountered the planet in 1999 and caused a strong radio
outburst that was unnoticed until this work. They also intercepted the
Earth in 2012, producing a radio storm that was unpredicted by every
shower modeler. The fact that 21P suffered an orbital discontinuity
precisely during the period 1959–1965 might also point to the activa-
tion of local source regions over the comet's surface (Sekanina, 1993)
and a potential for much higher activity than that considered in this
model. Special attention should therefore be paid to observations of the
coming shower on October 8, 2019.

11. Conclusion

In this work, we performed numerical simulations of comet 21P/
Giacobini-Zinner and the Draconid meteoroid stream complex fol-
lowing the methodology of Vaubaillon et al. (2005). We generated a
total of about 22 million dust particles, ejected by the comet since 1850.
Particles were integrated until the year 2030, and candidates ap-
proaching the Earth were carefully selected and analyzed in order to
identify past and future Draconid outbursts.

To our knowledge, this study is the first to produce ZHR profiles for
each simulated Draconid shower and quantitatively estimate the peak
time and intensity of all the reported historic outbursts. Our model

Table 4
2019 Draconid forecasts performed by independent modelers. Sources: (1) This work, (2) Moser (2018), (3) Personal comment, (4) Maslov (2011), (5) Ye et al.
(2014).

Modeler Trail Date (y/m/d) Hour L⊙ ZHR Comment

Egal (1) Mult. 2019/10/08 12h 194.648 200 ⋇ 3 From the ZHR profile (main prediction)
Mult. 2019/10/08 14h35 194.753 200 ⋇ 3 Maximum of the ZHR profile
1959 2019/10/08 13h42 194.718 – Based on stream median location
1966 2019/10/08 12h01 194.648 – Based on stream median location

MSFC (2) Mult. 2019/10/08 15h06 194.775 ∼ to 2018 Primary peak
Mult. 2019/10/08 4h20 194.332 – Secondary peak

Vaubaillon (3) Mult. 2019/10/08 14h41 193.522 4042 Old comet ephemeris
Mult. 2019/10/07 11h01 192.811 363 Updated comet ephemeris (recommended)

Maslov (4) 1959 2019/10/08 14h44 194.759 5–10 (visual) Likely higher activity in radio range
Ye (5) 1979 194.2 (∈[194.0,194.5]) Lower rate than in 2018
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provides a timing accuracy of order half an hour for the peak times and
a ZHR estimate correct to within a factor of 2 (visual showers) or 3
(radio outbursts). These successful post-predictions are the result of an
updated weighting scheme of the simulated meteoroids, allowing us to
better assess the contribution of individual particles to the shower. The
initial algorithm of Vaubaillon et al. (2005) has been updated and
modified to take into account the evolution of the parent comet dust
production along its orbit, adjusted using recent measurements of 21P
performed by the NASA Meteoroid Environment Office between May
and December 2018. Thanks to this updated solution, we were able to
uncover the existence of a previously unreported strong radio outburst
in 1999 that we confirmed by archival radar measurements at the
predicted date and time. A first set of simulations issued from this
model also led to one of the best published predictions of the recent
2018 outburst (Egal et al., 2018).

In the next decade, we can expect up to three Draconid outbursts

caused by radar-sized meteoroids, respectively in 2019, 2025 and po-
tentially 2029. Observations of the 2019 outburst, which we find is
among the most challenging of all returns to characterize from our si-
mulations, should particularly help in improving our stream modeling
for the Draconid returns of the 2020s.

From our model predictions, we expect a strong radio outburst on
October 8, 2025 and a somewhat weaker shower in 2019. We en-
courage observers to be particularly vigilant in recording the Draconid
shower in these years.
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Appendix A. Ejection velocity

In this work, we compared the performance of different ejection velocity models, using the parameters of Table 1. Four ejection models were
specifically investigated: the original Whipple formula (Whipple, 1951), the Jones model (Jones, 1995, rh−1.038), the Jones model as modified by
Brown and Jones (1998), rh−0.5, and the Crifo and Rodionov (1997) model. The analytical expression of each ejection velocity implemented is given
in Eq. (A.1), and the corresponding distributions are presented in Fig. A.7.

Fig. A.7. Ejection velocity distributions generated using the parameters of Table 1 for different models.
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Recent measurements performed by the Rosetta spacecraft around comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko suggest that the real ejection velocities
of dust particles are much lower than the speeds usually considered by these models. As an example, most of the compact grains with masses of
[10−10,10−7] kg detected by the Grain Impact Analyser and Dust Accumulator (GIADA) instrument displayed velocities ranging from 0.3 to 12.2m/
s (Della Corte et al., 2015). When looking at the distribution profiles drawn in Fig. A.7 we see that among the four formulas considered, the Crifo and
Rodionov (1997) model is the most efficient in ejecting particles with low speeds (∈]0, 5] m/s). As in Vaubaillon et al. (2005), we therefore decided
to utilize this ejection model for our simulations.

Appendix B. 21P's Afρ evolution

In our weighting model (cf. C), we assume that the Afρ parameter defined by A'Hearn et al. (1984) directly reflects the number of dust particles
ejected by comet 21P. The number of real meteoroids associated with each simulated particle therefore depends on the evolution of Afρ with the
comet heliocentric distance. Quantities implied in this parameter are (A'Hearn et al., 1984):

1. A: the albedo A(Φ)= 4πABj(Φ), which depends on the Bond albedo AB and the normalized phase function j(Φ) at angle Φ
2. f: the filling factor of the dust grains within the field of view, usually computed as the sum of the particles geometric cross sections divided by the

area of the field of view
3. ρ: the aperture radius used for the observation. This factor was added to make the Afρ parameter independent of the field of view observed. This

assumption is asserted in the case of a simple radial-outflow cometary model with a brightness profile evolving as 1/ρ.

While the brightness profile of comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner may obey a ρ−1 dependence within a limited central region, the profile will
eventually steepen for larger aperture radii (Jewitt and Meech, 1987). For this reason and because of the suspected variability of 21P's coma
brightness on a daily time scale, one needs to be very cautious in comparing Afρ measurements of the comet performed at different epochs using
different instruments and reduction techniques. Despite numerous observations of 21P performed since 1985 (e.g. Blaauw et al., 2014; Lara et al.,
2003; Pittichová et al., 2008; Schleicher et al., 1987; Singh et al., 1997), no general agreement in the Afρ estimates of the comet was reached for both
the pre- and the post-perihelion branch of its orbit. To addressthis issue, an unprecedented observation campaign targeting 21P has been undertaken
by the NASA Meteoroid Environment Office in May 2018, starting five months before the perihelion approach and continuing until 2019.

Telescopic observations of Comet 21P were taken on 65 nights spanning from 2018-05-05 through 2018-12-18 using publicly accessible tele-
scopes owned and operated by iTelescope.4 In particular, we utilized telescopes T11 in Mayhill New Mexico, T7 in Nerpio Spain, and T30/T31 at
Siding Spring Observatory in Australia. These observations imaged the comet during its ingress phase at heliocentric distances ranging from 1.93 AU
through perihelion (1.01 AU) and during its egress phase back out to 1.66 AU. Telescope T7 in Spain has a primary mirror diameter of 0.41 m, while
the other three telescopes all have primary mirrors 0.50 m in diameter. Ten images of the comet were taken each night using the Johnson-Cousins RC

band filter, with exposure times ranging from 15 s to 1min based on the non-sidereal motion of the comet. Determinations of Afρ for each set of
images were performed in a manner nearly identical to the one described in Blaauw et al. (2014) and Hosek Matthew et al. (2013). Just like in these
works, the Afρ measurements are performed within a 10′′×10′′ square aperture centered on the brightest pixel associated with the comet emission.
Further details on the observation campaign and the derived Afρ values are discussed in Ehlert et al. (in preparation).

A first analysis showed a noticeable asymmetry between the ascending activity branch (pre-perihelion measurements) and the descending branch
(post-perihelion). When fitting each branch with a logarithmic function of the form Afρ(rh)=K1+ K2rhamma, best fits were obtained for a loga-
rithmic slope γ=− 5.5 for the ascending branch and γ=− 15.5 for the descending branch. However, no accurate fit of both branches was obtained
when forcing the extrapolated maximal Afρ value to be identical for each fit. Because the weighting solution requires an analytical expression of
Afρ= f(rh) over all the comet orbit, we decided to adjust preliminary Afρ measurements with a standard double-exponential shape function of the
form:
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The best agreement with 21P's observations was reached for K1∼ 100, Afρ(Xmax)∼ 1650, γ1= 2.0, γ2= 7.0 and Xmax= 0.04, and illustrated by
Fig. B.8. Fit attempts using Gaussian, Lorentzian or Moffat functions were not more successful than the double-exponential shape model in re-
producing the observations of the comet.

As already noticed by several authors (e.g. Blaauw et al., 2014; Lara et al., 2003), preliminary observations performed in 2018 indicate a
cometary activity not peaking exactly at the perihelion (Xmax≠ 0). It is assumed that the gas and dust productions peak before the perihelion since
∼1960, when the comet suffered dramatic changes in its non-gravitational coefficients (Blaauw et al., 2014; Sekanina, 1985). In 2018, the maximum
dust production of the comet is observed a few days before the perihelion passage. This time shift varied for each apparition of the comet, reaching a
value of about one month in 1985 (McFadden et al., 1987; Schleicher et al., 1987). Because of the lack of information regarding the asymmetric

4 https://www.itelescope.net/
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outgassing of the comet at each apparition, we however will consider that the maximum outgassing of the comet and its perihelion passage coincides
for each apparition considered in our simulations (Xmax= 0).

For the same reason, we are also forced to assume that the cometary dust emission with the heliocentric distance is similar for all orbits
considered. Afρ(rh) estimates for ancient locations of the comet therefore only rely on its orbital characteristics (e.g. perihelion distance and semi-
major axis). Even if these assumptions are likely erroneous given the variability of 21P, they provide a first approximation of the dust emission
evolution for each apparition of the comet.

Appendix C. Weighting scheme

This appendix summarizes the steps we take to determine the total number of meteoroids ejected by the comet at a given location. For more
information, the reader is referred to Vaubaillon et al. (2005).

C.1. Gas production rate

We assume that the comet's outgassing is dominated by the sublimation of water ice. The global gas production rate QH2O(rh) is a function of the
heliocentric distance rh. In this model, the water molecules and dust particles are ejected fromthe sunlit hemisphere of a spherical and homogeneous
nucleus. The intensity of the gas production depends on the cosine of the angle θ between the ejection direction and the subsolar point. The effective
sublimation rate for a unit area at the surface of the comet is then expressed as

=Z r θ Q r cos θ
πR

( , ) ( )h h
c

H O H O 22 2 (C.1)

where Rc is the radius (in km) of the comet's nucleus.

C.2. Dust production rate

At a heliocentric distance rh, the local dust sublimation rate Zg (in m−2 s−1) is related to the local ice sublimation rate by a variable dust-to-gas
ratio K(rh):

=Z r θ K r Z r θ( , ) ( ) ( , )g h h hH O2 (C.2)

In contrast with Vaubaillon et al. (2005), we do not assume that the function K is independent of heliocentric distance. In order to correlate the
local dust sublimation rate with observable measurements of the particles released by the comet, it is necessary to adopt a definite size distribution of
the dust particles at ejection. Following Vaubaillon et al. (2005), we assume that the size distribution h of the particles follows a power law of index u
such that

=h a N
a

( ) u (C.3)

where a is the radius of the particles in m and N is a normalization constant solution of the equation ∫ a1
a2h(a)da=1. The differential local dust

sublimation rate for a particle of size a becomes

Fig. B.8. Modelled Afρ dependence with the distance to perihelion for 21P's 2018 apparition. The abscissa represents the heliocentric distance to perihelion,
arbitrarily positive for pre-perihelion measurements and negative for post-perihelion dust production ( ∣ ∣X = r − q( )h

t q − t
t q − t

( )
( ) , with t(q) the time at perihelion).
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The parameter K(rh) is determined from the Afρ measurement at the heliocentric distance rh. Using Eq. (C.4), the density ng of particles of radius
a∈ [a1,a2] around the nucleus is given by
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where d is the distance to the nucleus (in km) and vg is the dust terminal velocity in (m s−1). The radii a1 & a2 represent respectively the minimal and
maximal radius of a particle that can be ejected by the comet. Thedust terminal velocity depends on the ejection model and the size and density of
the particles considered. For the Crifo and Rodionov (1997) ejection model, the terminal velocity of a particle with radius a, ejected at rh for an angle
θ between the ejection direction and the subsolar point is
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and

• =γH O
4
32 is the ratio of the specific water heats,

• kB is the Boltzmann constant,

• T is the gas temperature,

• m is the mass of gas molecules (18 amu),

=α 1.2,

• = ⋆β a0.72/ 0 , where a ⋆
0 is the critical radius of the particle below which the gas-particle interaction efficiency starts to decrease. For

a < < a ⋆
0, vg(a,θ, rh)≃W (Crifo and Rodionov, 1997).

The spatial density ng can be correlated after integration to the filling factor parameter of the Afρ measurement. Considering the Crifo and
Rodionov (1997) ejection model, the relation between the local dust sublimation rate and the Afρ parameter allows us to derive the expression of K
(rh):
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(Vaubaillon et al., 2005). The parameter A(Φ) represents the albedo of the nucleus at the phase angle Φ.
The differential local dust sublimation rate is finally
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The total number of meteoroids ejected in the size range ′ ′a a[ , ]1 2 , in a differential region around rh at the ejection angles (θ,ϕ) during a period Δt
is
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i.e.
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For ∈θ [0, ]π
2 and ϕ∈ [0,2π] we obtain

∫= ′ ′N JΔt
A Φ

A a a Afρ r dr
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( , ) ( )g r h h1 1 2
h (C.11)

If we assume that Afρ(rh)=K1+Afρmax · 10−γ(rh−q), with q the perihelion distance and γ= γ1 pre-perihelion and γ= γ2 post-perihelion (cf. B,
with Afrhomax= Afρ(Xmax) and Xmax= 0), then.
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and Eq. (C.11) leads to:
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For a given apparition of the comet with a perihelion distance q, the number of particles ejected in all directions in the size bin ′ ′a a[ , ]1 2 during Δt
around rh is finally:
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The optional K2 proportionality coefficient, constant over all the ejection circumstances, allow to account for systematic biases in the estimate of
the intensity of the cometary activity. This parameter, as well as the size distribution index u can be calibrated on previous meteor observations.
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